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Recent interesting scans (clickable links) 
 
Nondestructive imaging of garlic flakes 
http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/2014/03/03/3d-nondestructive-imaging-of-garlic-flakes/ 

 

MRI scanning and 3D data visualization of nonCT data 
http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/2014/02/10/ct-and-mri-scanning/ 
 

 

Fire-starters proof of concept 
http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/spectroscopy/firestarters/ 

 
Digital Volume Correlation: wood block before and after 
http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/2014/02/07/digital-volume-correlation/ 
 

CT Scanning bones 
http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/2014/03/24/scanning-bones/ 
 

 

New Application: 
Digital Volume Correlation 

In a unique and powerful collaboration between our 

facility and the Mechanical Engineering Dept at the 

University, we are offering a new service: Digital 

Volume Correlation, using the LAVision commercial 

software package. 

The software calculates changes occurring in a 

sample in full 3D, making it possible to quantify and 

visualize changes in 3D using colour maps. A simple 

example is shown below of a wood block scanned at 

2 microns resolution, before and after wetting, to 

show the regions of most expansion due to moisture 

absorption. Red colour indicates largest deviation, 

correlating roughly to inter-cellular crack regions 

where the water penetrated easiest. 

See more images of this example and a nice 

animation at: 

http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/2014/02/07/digital-volume-correlation/ 

Welcome 
There’s lots of exciting news from the CT scanner facility 

in this edition of the newsletter. Most importantly we’re 

acquiring a brand new SUB-MICRON CT SCANNER! 

More details to follow in the next newsletter, but just 

some highlights until then: 

• NRF-NEP equipment grant 2014 

• X-ray tomography equivalent to synchrotron 

resolution and quality available in the laboratory 

• Resolution range from 40 micron to 500 nm. 

• Installation planned for July 2014 

• Official launch planned for early August 2014 

Please browse the newsletter, click on the links to see 

more, and contact us today for a quote for your own 

scans. Thank you for your support and send this 

newsletter on to your colleagues and friends! 

 
Figure 1: Digital volume correlation of a wood block 

before and after water absorption: colour map shows 
largest expansion and hence water absorption 



Customer highlight: 
Scanning bones 

In a recent academic project, a batch of scans was 

done on bovine bone samples at 80 micron 

resolution. This works forms part of a collaborative 

study between UCT (RSA) and ENSAM (France) 

aimed at understanding mechanical strength of bone 

so as to improve the design of protective clothing 

and structure. Due to the size of sample in relation to 

resolution required, many samples could be scanned 

in one volume, reducing the total time and hence 

cost. Approximately 80 samples could be scanned at 

a time, in less than 30 minutes (excluding setup and 

reconstruction time). Total job time was 16 hours for 

approx. 320 samples, including cropping each sample 

into a separate volume. This totals approx. R27.50 

per sample, so please stop saying CT scanning is 

expensive! (This excludes VAT and 7% admin fee.) 

 

More information: 

http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/2014/03/24/scanning-bones/ 

 
Mr Trevor Cloete (trevor.cloete@uct.ac.za) 
Blast Impact and Survivability Research unit (BISRU) 
University of Cape Town (UCT) 
 
Ms Marianne Prot (Marianne.prot@ensam.eu)  
Prof Sébastien Laporte (sebastien.laporte@ensam.eu)  
Dr Dominique Saletti (dominique.saletti@ensam.eu)  
Laboratoire de biomécanique (LBM) 
Arts et Métiers Paristech (ENSAM) 
Campus de Paris 

Special offers 

Student training workshop: the next training 
workshop is on the 9th of April and will focus on 
BASICS AND PRACTICAL CT SCANNING  

This workshop covers all basic theory, examples and 

practical training on how X-ray imaging works, how 

3D images and analysis works, how to do a CT scan 

and how to plan a CT scan project. Special effort is 

made on volume data analysis. 

Cost: R1500 per student 

 
Test scan offer: Test scans for new users are done 

at R1000 for a simple scan (sample 5-100 mm 

diameter). Test scans for commercial and private 

clients R2000. 

 

We will beat any quote for microCT scan or 
nondestructive testing and analysis of your 
parts / samples. 

 

 
Figure 2: (top) A single scan containing approximately 80 
samples and (bottom) the data from one sample with a 

slice image showing the surface fit on bone material. 
3D movie: 

http://blogs.sun.ac.za/ctscanner/files/2014/03/MOVIE1.avi 

People & News 
The latest addition to our team is Jakob Petren, who joins 

us from Sweden as an exchange student (Diplom). He is 

working on advanced custom analysis of CT data, aiming 

to reduce image artefacts for specific types of scans. 

 

Jakob working on custom data analysis and processing 



Contact Us 

http://www.sun.ac.za/ctscanner  

anton2@sun.ac.za    ;    lerouxsg@sun.ac.za 

021 808 9389 

Physical address for sample deliveries:  

Room 1046 

Dept Forestry and Wood Science 

Bosman Street, Stellenbosch 

7602 

 

 

Services & Events 
Latest additions to our facility: 

� 3D visualization and analysis with VGStudio 2.2 

additional modules including: 

o Automatic defect analysis: colour-coding 

voids 

o Part to CAD comparison: colour coded 

deviation image 

o Fibre orientation: Fibre angles colour coded 

o Wall thickness analysis: colour coded wall 

thickness of parts 

� Proof of concept studies:  

o Not sure what technique you need?  

o Have a problem you have no idea how to 

solve?  

o Send it to us! We will test your samples 

with various locally available techniques 

and even advise on methods we do not 

offer, to best solve your problem 

Events: 

� For local researchers and students, a reminder of 

our free CAF Student Symposium tomorrow 27 

March ! Program available here:   

http://blogs.sun.ac.za/caf/training-and-events-2014/2014-student-symposium/ 

� Basics and practical CT Scanning 1-day course 

o 9 April, R1500 per student 

o Booking essential, places limited 

o Email: anton2@sun.ac.za  

� CAF Mid-year training 

o 7-11 July 

http://blogs.sun.ac.za/caf/training-and-events-2014/ 
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To subscribe or unsubscribe from this mailing list, please send an email with the 
subject line “subscribe” or “unsubscribe” to anton2@sun.ac.za  



 



 


